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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time.  
 

[Posted: August 26, 2021—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are lower this morning.  In 

Europe, the EuroStoxx 50 is down 0.6% from its prior close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

closed up 0.4%.  Chinese markets were lower, with the Shanghai Composite down 1.1% from its 

prior close and the Shenzhen Composite down 1.5%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a 

lower open.  With 484 companies having reported, the S&P 500 Q2 2021 earnings stand at 

$52.70, higher than the $45.31 forecast for the quarter.  The forecast reflects a 60.0% increase 

from Q2 2020 earnings.  Thus far this quarter, 87.0% of the companies have reported earnings 

above forecast, while 11.4% have reported earnings below forecast.   
 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold: 

• Weekly Geopolitical Report (8/23/2021): “Data and Geopolitics: Part II” 

• Weekly Energy Update (8/26/2021): Oil prices snapped back this week as crude oil 

inventories declined.   

• Asset Allocation Q2 2021 Rebalance Presentation (5/20/2021): A video discussion of our 

asset allocation process, portfolio changes in Q2, and the macro environment 

• Asset Allocation Weekly (8/20/2021) (with associated podcast and chart book): we look at 

how the pandemic is affecting the labor market, particularly the impact of older 

Americans 

• Confluence of Ideas podcast (7/7/2021): “The Geopolitics of Taiwan and the Issue of 

Globalization” 

 

Good morning.  Risk assets are a bit weaker this morning.  The Jackson Hole meeting kicks off 

today.  Like last year, it will be virtual.  Tomorrow will be the big day when Chair Powell 

speaks.  We start our coverage with the latest from Afghanistan.  China news comes next as we 

continue to watch the policy adjustments from Beijing.  Economic and policy follow, and the 

international roundup precedes our coverage of the pandemic. 

 

Afghanistan:  Here is what we are following: 

• Western embassies are issuing alerts to their citizens at the Kabul airport waiting for 

flights; they may be targets for terror attacks.  It appears the Islamic State affiliated 

terrorists are the source of the threat.  The group opposes the U.S. and apparently the 

Taliban as well.  It isn’t clear what those seeking exit are expected to do, but the 

warnings highlight the deteriorating security situation at the airport. 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and 

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_8_23_2021.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_aug_26_2021.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/quarterly-rebalance-presentation/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/AAW_Aug_20_2021.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/asset-allocation-weekly-podcast/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/asset-allocation-weekly-chart-book/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/confluence-of-ideas/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-08-26-2021-11629963841?st=nwu8xrsdxftyzok&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.kansascityfed.org/research/jackson-hole-economic-symposium/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream=business
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/08/25/world/afghanistan-taliban-kabul-biden-news?action=click&block=storyline_menu_recirc&campaign_id=51&emc=edit_mbe_20210826&instance_id=38865&is_new=false&name=styln-afghanistan&nl=morning-briefing%3A-europe-edition&pgtype=LegacyCollection&regi_id=5677267&region=TOP_BANNER&segment_id=67274&te=1&user_id=cf9e3e54fec2ede829d24b038d8ab9e3&variant=show
https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/afghanistan/terrorism
https://af.usembassy.gov/security-alert-embassy-kabul-afghanistan-august-25-2021/
https://www.ft.com/content/e73b4355-3868-44ca-9922-0bf013fd478e?emailId=61271b34ade4e20004f3d00e&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/25/us/politics/isis-terrorism-afghanistan-taliban.html?smid=url-share
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o The U.S. believes around 1,500 Americans remain in Afghanistan, and only about 

500 have contacted the American embassy.  American forces are still searching 

for some Americans in the country.   

o Several European nations have finished their evacuations.   

o Initially, Russia didn’t intend to evacuate its nationals.  However, the 

deteriorating security situation has prompted Moscow to send military personnel 

to extract Russians from Afghanistan.   

o The Taliban has blocked all the roads leading to the Kabul airport and is “acting 

aggressively” towards those trying to escape.   

o This map shows where refugees are being processed.   

• Turkish troops, who have been defending the airport, are starting to leave the country.  

Initially, President Erdogan promised to keep around 500 soldiers at the airport, but talks 

with the Taliban to allow them to stay have apparently failed.  Their exit will add to the 

current level of disorder.   

o Turkey is warning the EU that it won’t take an influx of Afghan refugees.   

• The Taliban leadership is trying to create a narrative of a “new Taliban” that is less 

socially rigid than its earlier iteration.  In an interview, the group’s spokesman, Zabiullah 

Mujahid, attempted to reassure the West that retaliation and repression would be limited.  

Although it is possible that the Taliban will be less restrictive, we suspect the West will 

want to see proof. 

• There are worries that a collapse of the economy will lead to a refugee crisis.  In the 

immediate term, the Taliban has been denied access to most of Afghanistan’s foreign 

reserves and official aid.  The Treasury has signaled that aid to groups providing goods 

and services to Afghans will not violate U.S. sanctions.   

o Iran has started to sell oil and products to Afghanistan; the Taliban is apparently 

using hard currency gained from opium sales to pay for these products.   

• In the past, groups in northern Afghanistan have opposed the Taliban.  The Taliban, 

likely anticipating that this region could be a hotbed for rebellion against its rule, has 

surrounded the region.  Although the Taliban will struggle to bring these groups under its 

control, it is also difficult to see how these groups can mount an effective resistance.  It 

will be challenging to bring in resources from outside Afghanistan, hampering these 

tribes from pushing back against Taliban rule.   

 China:  We are watching property taxes and income policy. 

• An important area to watch in terms of Chinese economic policy is if the Xi government 

implements a property tax.  For the most part, the national government has avoided 

property taxes because they would be profoundly unpopular.  Chinese households have 

few places to hold savings.  Banks, by design, usually offer deposit rates below inflation, 

foreign investment is restricted, and stock markets are volatile.  Faith in the value of 

property has led to widespread investment in apartments and houses.  In addition, there 

are rumors that CPC members are heavily invested in property, meaning that the tax 

would fall on the powerful.  If a property tax is implemented, it will signal a sea change.   

https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/08/25/world/afghanistan-taliban-kabul-biden-news/americans-evacuation-afghanistan
https://www.wsj.com/articles/afghan-evacuation-drama-nears-end-as-aug-31-deadline-approaches-11629911837?st=1zfr0owrku00ksm&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.politico.eu/article/afghanistan-evacuation-uk-france-august-withdrawal-us-forces/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=de01715cf2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_08_26_03_15&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-de01715cf2-190334489
https://www.ft.com/content/c2cefce2-b3dd-46ce-8cf5-c655217ff47a?emailId=61271b34ade4e20004f3d00e&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://twitter.com/frudbezhan/status/1430632484711116810?s=21&utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=de01715cf2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_08_26_03_15&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-de01715cf2-190334489
https://twitter.com/frudbezhan/status/1430632484711116810?s=21&utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=de01715cf2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_08_26_03_15&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-de01715cf2-190334489
https://www.axios.com/afghans-kabul-us-spain-germany-uae-kuwait-8d95786f-1494-47d1-9cfe-7311eb3e1501.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.ft.com/content/22046156-b4de-4b4c-abb5-1ae388f763c9?emailId=61271b34ade4e20004f3d00e&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/09abc27e-607c-4d83-8e39-84eaa179565e
https://www.bbc.com/news/live/world-58279900?ns_mchannel=social&ns_source=twitter&ns_campaign=bbc_live&ns_linkname=612640e0b19a573a6ec38092%26Europe%20%27cannot%20rely%20on%20Turkey%27%20to%20take%20in%20Afghan%20refugees%262021-08-25T14%3A29%3A46.620Z&ns_fee=0&pinned_post_locator=urn:asset:2c09de8c-938a-4291-ad8e-6e5e5ad56e05&pinned_post_asset_id=612640e0b19a573a6ec38092&pinned_post_type=share&utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=de01715cf2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_08_26_03_15&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-de01715cf2-190334489
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/25/world/asia/taliban-spokesman-interview.html?campaign_id=51&emc=edit_mbe_20210826&instance_id=38865&nl=morning-briefing%3A-europe-edition&regi_id=5677267&segment_id=67274&te=1&user_id=cf9e3e54fec2ede829d24b038d8ab9e3
https://www.wsj.com/articles/humanitarian-efforts-in-afghanistan-get-ok-from-treasury-bypassing-sanctions-on-taliban-11629970201?st=haxcpww9lnxdc46&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/taliban-takeover-is-a-boon-for-cash-strapped-iran-11629904448?st=ye5o8b7ttplgoqd&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/25/world/asia/panjshir-valley-ahmad-massoud.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nst.com.my/property/2021/08/721363/china-property-market-curbs-may-be-volcker-moment-says-nomura
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o Although the government hasn’t taken this step yet, there are signs it views high 

property prices as a problem.  The move against tutors is related to an attempt to 

bring down property values in preferred school districts.  There are reports that 

the end of tutoring has brought down property values in these districts. 

• When Beijing started cracking down on tech firms and their wealthy CEOs earlier this 

month, there were concerns we were seeing a wholesale drive to attack wealth 

accumulation.  Recent speeches suggest the policy leaders are trying to modify the 

message.  The “common prosperity” policy is said to not be a “robin hood” policy of 

taking from the rich.  However, that doesn’t mean nothing has changed.  One term we see 

used now is “three allocations.”  The first allocation is what comes from the market.  The 

second allocation is how government policy modifies that outcome.  The third allocation 

is when the wealthy “voluntarily” give their wealth back for the social good.  Social 

control without direct coercion appears to be the goal. 

o We note investors are starting to “bottom fish” Chinese tech after the recent 

selloff.   

• One hallmark of the Xi regime has been persistent anti-graft and anti-corruption 

activities.  The CPC secretary of Hangzhou is being investigated.   

• The U.S. is allowing Huawei (002502, CNY, 5.09) to buy U.S. semiconductor chips that 

will be used in auto components.  Such chips are usually not the most sophisticated, 

which is likely why the sales were allowed.   

• Chinese courts have ruled that cryptocurrency disputes are not protected by law, 

essentially saying that assets and transactions are effectively illegal.   

Economics and policy:  The budget process grinds on. 

• Sen. Sanders (I-VT) is sticking to his $3.5 billion budget pledge.  We expect this number 

to come down, despite his insistence. 

o We are also seeing more work being done on a global corporate tax.   

• The administration held a meeting on cybersecurity.  This was the first high-profile 

meeting between tech executives and the president.  There are growing concerns that 

cracking down on the use of cryptocurrencies in ransomware could lead to “darker” 

payment methods.   

• The distribution of rental assistance remains sluggish; the inability of state and local 

governments to distribute aid could trigger mass evictions.   

• SEC head Gensler has hired Barbara Roper, a consumer advocate, as an advisor.  This 

will be taken as a hostile signal by the financial services industry. 

International roundup:  Israel comes to visit.   

• Israel’s PM Bennett is scheduled to meet with President Biden today.  Although it 

appears Bennett will try to strike a conciliatory tone, the substance of U.S./Israeli 

relations won’t change much.  Israel wants the U.S. to not return to the Iran nuclear deal 

and is making noise about using its military to prevent Iran from getting a nuclear 

weapon.  The U.S. is getting increasingly concerned about China’s deepening economic 

https://www.ft.com/content/2288265f-3bbf-4017-a3e1-5db800cd9e2c
https://www.scmp.com/business/china-business/article/3146131/home-prices-chinas-school-districts-go-boil-amid-crackdown?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3146131
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-08-25/china-economists-say-common-prosperity-not-about-robbing-rich?sref=6ZE6q2XR
https://news.sina.com.cn/c/2021-08-25/doc-ikqciyzm3565551.shtml
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bruised-chinese-internet-companies-try-to-win-over-beijing-and-investors-11629887191?st=t799anwl9o268p1&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.reuters.com/world/china/chinas-top-anti-graft-watchdog-probing-hangzhou-party-secretary-2021-08-22/
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/politics/article/3145905/chinas-anticorruption-watchdog-investigates-hangzhou-communist?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3145905
https://www.reuters.com/business/autos-transportation/exclusive-us-approves-licenses-huawei-buy-auto-chips-sources-2021-08-25/
https://www.scmp.com/tech/policy/article/3146026/court-china-says-cryptocurrency-not-protected-law-ruling-could-set?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3146026
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/08/26/sanders-dems-spending-506896?nname=playbook&nid=0000014f-1646-d88f-a1cf-5f46b7bd0000&nrid=0000014e-f0fe-dd93-ad7f-f8ff7e250002&nlid=630318
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=0000017b-7a0d-d1d1-a57f-fb1f68080000
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-to-hold-cybersecurity-summit-with-tech-giants-top-banks-energy-firms-11629882002?st=kvnw33m3wgkz0ho&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.axios.com/cybersecurity-summit-biden-government-industry-e8185e32-0346-40e5-af4f-6cd79f93cbb9.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/cybersecurity-summit-biden-government-industry-e8185e32-0346-40e5-af4f-6cd79f93cbb9.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.wsj.com/articles/infrastructure-bills-cryptocurrency-measures-risk-pushing-criminals-further-underground-11629883800?st=ystr6fks80f5ame&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/infrastructure-bills-cryptocurrency-measures-risk-pushing-criminals-further-underground-11629883800?st=ystr6fks80f5ame&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/covid-19-rental-assistance-distribution-continues-at-slow-pace-11629896401?st=ufhy1z9je9kj09f&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/secs-gensler-taps-wall-street-critic-barbara-roper-as-senior-adviser-11629926441?st=ff8vc5gvh7rbbho&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/24/world/middleeast/israel-bennett-biden-iran.html?smid=url-share
https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/iran-news/chief-of-staff-kohavi-idf-accelerating-operational-plans-against-iran-677680
https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/iran-news/chief-of-staff-kohavi-idf-accelerating-operational-plans-against-iran-677680
https://www.axios.com/cia-israel-china-investments-7620132b-abf1-420d-82b6-554cd8c6fac5.html?utm_campaign=organic&utm_medium=socialshare&utm_source=twitter&utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=7c3f3e9e56-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_08_26_11_04&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-7c3f3e9e56-134308033
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/07/us-concerned-about-chinese-investments-israel/593794/?utm_source=copy-link&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=share
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relationship with Israel.  We expect a friendly front to be made for the media, but 

tensions will remain elevated. 

• The SDP has overtaken the CDU in recent German polls.  Although we don’t expect the 

SDP to win outright, a shaky coalition government is looking more likely.   

• El Salvador is about to kick off its program of using bitcoin as legal tender.   

COVID-19:  The number of reported cases is 214,058,844, with 4,466,841 fatalities.  In the 

U.S., there are 38,225,849 confirmed cases with 632,283 deaths.  For illustration purposes, the 

FT has created an interactive chart that allows one to compare cases across nations using similar 

scaling metrics.  The FT has also issued an economic tracker that looks across countries with 

high-frequency data on various factors.  The CDC reports that 430,118,615 doses of the vaccine 

have been distributed, with 364,842,701 doses injected.  The number receiving at least one dose 

is 202,500,853, while the number receiving second doses, which would grant the highest level of 

immunity, is 171,773,370.  For the population older than 18, 62.7% of the population has been 

vaccinated.  The FT has a page on global vaccine distribution.  The majority of states are seeing 

increasing cases of COVID-19. 

• U.S. intelligence agencies have finished their report on the origins of the virus.  Due to 

the lack of cooperation from China, the results are inconclusive.  Beijing continues to 

aggressively attempt to shape the narrative.   

• The influx of cases is leading some states to ask for help.  ICU utilization is running high, 

especially across the south.   

• The U.S. is set to approve booster vaccines for those who received their first dose six 

months ago.   

o Studies suggest that a second shot of the Johnson & Johnson (JNJ, USD, 174.23) 

triggers a strong immune response.   

• One of the reported risks from COVID-19 vaccines is myocarditis, inflammation of the 

heart.  A recent study from Israel suggests that this condition is more common from 

infections of the virus itself relative to the vaccine.  In effect, there is a risk from the 

vaccine, but it appears to be less than being infected.   

• What is becoming increasingly evident is that COVID-19 isn’t going away.  Like the 

common cold and influenza, it looks like it won’t be eradicated.  Vaccination reduces the 

risk of infection but doesn’t prevent it outright.  Societies are going to have to figure out 

how to deal with this disease over the long run.  The good news is that as the virus 

circulates, its lethality will likely diminish over time.  Vaccines can help speed this 

process.  But we will probably have to move from doing everything possible to avoid 

infection broadly to selective protection.   

U.S. Economic Releases  

 

During the week ending August 21, jobless claims rose for the first time in five weeks. Initial 

claims came in at 353K compared to expectations of 350K.  The prior report was revised from 

348K to 349K.  Continuing claims came in at 2.862MM compared to expectations of 2.772MM. 

The previous report was revised from 2.820MM to 2.865MM. 

 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/07/us-concerned-about-chinese-investments-israel/593794/?utm_source=copy-link&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=share
https://www.ft.com/content/a1f73855-8b68-4b7a-b0ec-5b9df6c77578
https://www.wsj.com/articles/el-salvador-gets-ready-for-a-risky-bitcoin-experiment-11629966845?st=o6mxc42ixeh454h&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/9125c02b-ecaa-4bf3-820e-67ff65155ccb
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=swe&areasRegional=usny&areasRegional=usca&areasRegional=usfl&areasRegional=ustx&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=1&values=deaths
https://www.ft.com/content/272354f2-f970-4ae4-a8ae-848c4baf8f4a?emailId=5f2239a816a1ab0004486f8e&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-vaccine-tracker/?areas=gbr&areas=isr&areas=usa&areas=eue&cumulative=1&populationAdjusted=1
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-cases-infections-vaccines-hospital-11d44b25-ed17-40cd-b8cf-ca9c4eb582f5.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-to-receive-report-on-coronavirus-origins-but-challenges-persist-in-how-to-deal-with-china-11629825758?st=nu5pu600elemqxa&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/08/24/covid-origins-biden-intelligence-review/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/25/world/asia/china-coronavirus-covid-conspiracy-theory.html?smid=url-share
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202108/1232464.shtml
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-covid-19-hospitalizations-nearly-doubled-in-august-as-some-states-ask-for-resources-11629928044?st=gok50vitf936csy&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.axios.com/covid-hospitals-icu-beds-vaccines-sick-pandemic-48996586-e2fd-4180-af21-df8a3228e6f4.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-administration-plans-covid-19-vaccine-boosters-at-six-months-instead-of-eight-11629919356?st=fzspm5ubtivj02l&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink'
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-administration-plans-covid-19-vaccine-boosters-at-six-months-instead-of-eight-11629919356?st=fzspm5ubtivj02l&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink'
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/08/25/world/covid-delta-variant-vaccine/j-j-johnson-and-johnson-second-dose-booster-shot
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/25/health/covid-myocarditis-vaccine.html?smid=url-share
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-pandemic-vaccines-risk-infection-0435f1a3-7f87-41d8-be36-b84ee92edcd9.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2021/08/how-we-live-coronavirus-forever/619783/?utm_source=copy-link&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=share
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2021/08/how-we-live-coronavirus-forever/619783/?utm_source=copy-link&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=share
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The chart above shows the four-week moving average for initial claims.  The four-week average 

fell from 378.0K to.366.0K 
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The chart above shows the four-week moving average of continuing claims by region. 

 

The Bureau of Economic Analysis revised its previous estimate of GDP growth upward for the 

second quarter of 2021.  The new estimate showed that the economy expanded at an annualized 

pace of 6.6%, above 6.5% in the initial report.  Personal consumption expanded at an annualized 

pace of 11.9% compared to expectations of a 12.2% rise.  The GDP Price Index and Core PCE 

both rose 6.1% from the prior year. 
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The chart above shows GDP in current dollars, currently standing at $22.741T. 

 

Q2 2021 Second Reading Q2 2021 Prelim Reading Difference

GDP 6.6% 6.5% 0.1%

Consumption 7.8% 7.8% 0.0%

Investment -0.7% -0.6% -0.1%

Inventories -1.3% -1.1% -0.2%

Net Exports -0.2% -0.4% 0.2%

Government -0.3% -0.3% -0.1%  
 

The table above shows contributions to GDP.  The increase was boosted by a downward revision 

in the loss of net exports, government spending, and investment. 
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The chart above shows the contributions graphically. Consumption appears to be the primary 

driver of the economy, and we suspect this will continue over the next few quarters.  

 

The table below lists the economic releases and Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 

 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 Langer Consumer Comfort w/w 22-Aug 56.5 **

11:00 Kansas City Fed Manf. Activity m/m Aug 25 30 **

EST Speaker or event

19:00 Federal Reserve Annual Jackson Hole Retreat Federal Reserve Board

District or position

Economic Releases

Fed Speakers or Events

 
 

Foreign Economic News 

 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will 

add a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 

 
Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan PPI Services y/y Jul 1.1% 1.4% 1.3% ** Equity and bond neutral

Japan Buying Foreign Stocks w/w 20-Aug ¥55.9b -¥85.4b * Equity and bond neutral

Japan Buying Foreign Bonds w/w 20-Aug -¥183.0b ¥661.8b * Equity and bond neutral

Foreign Buying Japan Stocks w/w 20-Aug -¥550.6b ¥198.8b * Equity and bond neutral

Foreign Buying Japan Bonds w/w 20-Aug -¥225.2b ¥161.5b * Equity and bond neutral

Australia Private Capital Expenditure q/q 2Q 4.4% 6.3% 2.6% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

EUROPE

Eurozone M3 Money Supply y/y Jul 7.6% 8.3% 7.6% ** Equity and bond neutral

Germany GfK Consumer Confidence m/m Sep -1.2 -0.3 -0.5 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

France Business Confidence m/m Aug 110 113 112 ** Equity and bond neutral

Manufacturing Confidence m/m Aug 110 110 109 ** Equity and bond neutral

Production Outlook Indicator m/m Aug 16 20 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Own-Company Production Outlook m/m Aug 23 21 ** Equity and bond neutral

Italy Industrial Sales m/m Jun 3.1% -1.0% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Russia Industrial Production y/y Jul 6.8% 10.4% 8.0% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI w/w 23-Aug 0.1% 0.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico GDP NSA y/y 2Q F 19.6% 19.7% 19.7% ** Equity and bond neutral

Economic Activity IGAE m/m Jun 13.32% 25.14% 13.80% ** Equity and bond neutral

Current Account Balance q/q 2Q $6286m -$5135m $3800m ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Canada CFIB Business Barometer m/m Aug 67.1 69.4 *** Equity and bond neutral

Brazil FGV Consumer Confidence m/m Aug 81.8 82.2 ** Equity and bond neutral

IBGE Inflation IPCA-15 m/m Aug 0.9% 0.7% 0.8% ** Equity and bond neutral

Current Account Balance m/m Jul -$1584m $2791m -$500m ** Equity and bond neutral

Foreign Direct Investment m/m Jul $6103m $174m $4700m ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Tax Collections m/m Jul 171270m 137169m 161600m ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Federal Debt Total m/m Jul 5396b 5330b * Equity and bond neutral  
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Financial Markets 

 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 

 
Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 12 13 -1 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 4 5 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 9 8 1 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 9 9 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 1.35 1.34 0.01 Down

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -55 -55 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 3 3 0 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Up Down

euro Down Up

yen Down Up

pound Down Up

franc Down Up  
 

Commodity Markets 

 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 

 
Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $71.54 $72.25 -0.98%

WTI $67.55 $68.36 -1.18%

Natural Gas $3.91 $3.90 0.28%  

Crack Spread $21.27 $21.42 -0.70%

12-mo strip crack $20.66 $20.91 -1.19%

Ethanol rack $2.47 $2.46 0.40%

Gold $1,785.09 $1,791.00 -0.33%

Silver $23.68 $23.84 -0.69%

Copper contract $425.70 $427.60 -0.44%

Corn contract $548.75 $551.75 -0.54%

Wheat contract $733.00 $725.50 1.03%

Soybeans contract $1,325.50 $1,332.75 -0.54%

Baltic Dry Freight 4,193            4,201            -8

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -3.0 -2.0 -1.0

Gasoline (mb) 2.2 -1.1 3.3

Distillates (mb) 0.6 -0.9 1.5

Refinery run rates (%) 0.20% 0.10% 0.10%

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
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The 6-10 day and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for warmer-than-normal temperatures 

throughout most of the country, with cooler temperatures in the Northern Pacific.  The forecast 

calls for wetter-than-normal conditions for most of the country.  In the Atlantic, there are three 

tropical disturbances, all of which have strengthened over the last 48 hours. The most severe 

tropical disturbance is located near the Cayman Islands and is expected to develop into a tropical 

storm in approximately two days. The other two disturbances are deep in the Atlantic and 

therefore do not pose much of a threat. 
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 8/24/2021 close) 
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 8/24/2021 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

August 26, 2021 
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P/E as of 8/25/2021 = 23.5x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 23.5x, unchanged from last week.   

 
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q4, Q1 and Q2) and one estimate (Q3). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


